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Objective: To develop a mathematical model of predicting mortality based on the admission

characteristics of 6220 burn cases.

Methods: Data on all the burn patients presenting to Institute of Burn Research, Southwest

Hospital, Third Military Medical University from January of 1999 to December of 2008 were

extracted from the departmental registry. The distributions of burn cases were scattered by

principal component analysis. Univariate associations with mortality were identified and

independent associations were derived from multivariate logistic regression analysis. Using

variables independently and significantly associated with mortality, a mathematical model

to predict mortality was developed using the support vector machine (SVM) model. The

predicting ability of this model was evaluated and verified.

Results: The overall mortality in this study was 1.8%. Univariate associations with mortality

were identified and independent associations were derived from multivariate logistic

regression analysis. Variables at admission independently associated with mortality were

gender, age, total burn area, full thickness burn area, inhalation injury, shock, period before

admission and others. The sensitivity and specificity of logistic model were 99.75% and

85.84% respectively, with an area under the receiver operating curve of 0.989 (95% CI: 0.979–

1.000; p < 0.01). The model correctly classified 99.50% of cases. The subsequently developed

support vector machine (SVM) model correctly classified nearly 100% of test cases, which
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could not only predict adult group but also pediatric group, with pretty high robustness

(92%–100%).

Conclusion: A mathematical model based on logistic regression and SVM could be used to

predict the survival prognosis according to the admission characteristics.

# 2015 Elsevier Ltd and ISBI. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Predicting death risk of burnt patients is one of the useful ways

to reduce the mortality. Burn parameters quantized from

patients provide useful information for evaluating patients’

status. Comprehensive analysis of these parameters would

help clinicians assess the prognosis of burn patients and guide

therapy. However, predicting survival among victims of major

burns trauma remains challenging.

Various injury and physiological variables may impact on

mortality post burns, such as age, total burn area (TBA), depth

of burn injury, presence of inhalation injury, the sites

involved. Previous studies had tried to explore stable models

to predict the risk of death after burn injury. However, most of

them only focused on the effect of a single factor on mortality

or were limited by small numbers of cases, not to mention

classifying adult group and pediatric group respectively [1].

Currently, there are few practical, stable models that can

predict mortality post burns injury accurately. In addition to

the high mortality, major burns injury is associated with

substantial morbidity and accurate prediction may enable

effectiveness and palliation [2–4].

The aims of this study were to retrospectively analyze data

on burns patients to develop a mathematical model of

predicting mortality based on admission characteristics.

2. Methods

2.1. Clinical data collection and primary analysis

This study was approved by the ethics committee of

Southwest Hospital (No.2108A0248). Data on all the burn

patients presenting to Institute of Burn Research, Southwest

Hospital, Third Military Medical University from January of

1999 to December of 2008 were extracted from the departmen-

tal registry. Clinical data included patient outcomes and 11

possible risk factors for mortality, including gender, age,
Table 1 – Verification of the constructed predictive model bas

Observed 

Step 11 Y survivors 

non_survivors 

Overall Percentage 
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cause, total burn area (TBA), full-thickness area, shock,

inhalation injury, hours before hospitalized, combined injury

and primordial condition. After the model was constructed,

the accuracy, robustness and other features were determined.

After the model was constructed, the accuracy, robustness

and other features were determined. The evaluation of burn

area and depth was based on the rule of nine and three degree

four classifications. All evaluation was conducted by experi-

enced burns surgeons in the institute. Shock status was

evaluated at admission. Inhalation injury was diagnosed by

bronchofibroscope and classified according to the involved

range in airway when patient was suspected to have suffered

inhalation injury at admission. Patients without acute burn

injury, such as those for plastics or cosmetic surgery and the

cases with missing data were excluded. The pediatric age

group was defined by age �14 years.

2.2. Assignment of the collected clinical factors of the valid
burn patients

All the collected factors possible to impact mortality were

assigned. The final outcome of patient was assigned as Y,

gender as X1, age as X2, cause of burn injury as X3, TBA as X4,

full thickness area as X5, shock as X6, inhalation injury as X7,

hours before hospitalization after burn injury as X8, involved

sites as X9, combined injury as X10, premorbid condition as

X11. The detail assignments of variates were shown as in

Table 1 in supplementary.

For the causes of burn injury varied too much, sub-

variation [5] was introduced in the analysis and model

building as presented in Table 2 in supplementary.

2.3. Building a multi-factor logistic regression predictive
model

All variables showing statistical correlation with mortality

were entered into a logistic regression model [6] to determine

independent associations with mortality. This model was

developed using a stepwise selection procedure and a
ed on multifactor logistic regression.

Predicted

Y Percentage Correct

Survivors Non_survivors

6092 15 99.75

16 97 85.84

99.50

del to predict prognosis of burnt patients based on logistic regression
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Table 2 – Area under the curve.

Area Std.
Error(a)

Asymptotic
Sig. (b)

Asymptotic
95% Confidence
Interval

Lower bound Upper
bound

.9892 .0055 .0000 .9785 1.0000
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backwards elimination procedure before undergoing assess-

ment for clinical and biological plausibility. Variables, with

significant independent associations with mortality were

combined to develop a mathematical prediction model. A

database of all the mentioned factors was recorded using

Microsoft Excel. SPSS v 13.0 was used for all statistical

analyses. Odds ratios with 95% CI for mortality were derived

for each variable. A p-value of <0.05 was considered to be

statistically significant.

Predictive accuracy of accumulative effect of these vari-

ables was assessed by measuring the area under a receiver

operating characteristic (ROC) curve. The Hosmer–Lemeshow

test was used for assessing the goodness of fit of the model.

2.4. Building a novel mathematical predictive model based
on support vector machine (SVM)

SVM is a very popular method in pattern recognition. SVM is

developed from optimal separating line in linearly separable

condition. The linearly inseparable data were mapped to a

high-dimension space by a nonlinear function, the data

become linearly separable and the optimal separating line

was conversed to optimal separating plane. Therefore,

SVM can separate two kinds of data with maximized

classification interval. A SVM classifier can be constructed

by a kernel function and some parameters. Classic kernel

functions include linear kernel function, polynomial

kernel function, RBF kernel function and sigmoid kernel

function, which are used to map the raw data into a high-

dimensional space. The formulation of the SVM is shown as

follows:

Given a training set of N data points fxi; yig
N
i¼1, where

the label yi 2 {�1, 1} , i = 1, � � � , N. According to the structural

risk minimization principle, SVM aims at solving the

following risk bound minimization problem with inequality

constraint.

min
w;ji

1

2
kwk2 þ g�

XN

i¼1
ji;

s:t: ji� 0; yi wT’ xið Þ þ b
� �

� 1�ji

(1)

where w(�) is a linear/nonlinear mapping function, w and b are

the parameters of classifier hyper-plane.

Generally, for optimization, the original problem (1) of SVM

can be transformed into its dual formulation with equality

constraint by using Lagrange multiplier method. One can

construct the Lagrange function

L w; b; ji; ai; lið Þ ¼ 1
2
kwk2 þ g�

XN

i¼1
ji

�
XN

i¼1
ai yi wT’ xið Þ þ b

� �
�1 þ ji

� �
�
XN

i¼1
liji (2)
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where ai � 0 and li � 0 are Lagrange multipliers. The solution

can be given by the saddle point of Lagrange function (2) by

solving

max
ai ;li

min
w;b;ji

L w; b; ji; ai; lið Þ (3)

By calculating the partial derivatives of Lagrange function

(2) with respect to w, b and ji, one can obtain

@L w; b; ji; ai; lið Þ
@w

¼ 0 ! w ¼
XN

i¼1
aiyi’ xið Þ

@L w; b; ji; ai; lið Þ
@b

¼ 0 !
XN

i¼1
aiyi ¼ 0

@L w; b; ji; ai; lið Þ
@ji

¼ 0 ! 0�ai�g

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

(4)

Then (3) is re-written as

max
a

X
i

ai�
1
2

X
i;j

yiyjaiaj’ xið ÞT’ xj

� �

s:t:
XN

i¼1
aiyi ¼ 0; 0�ai�g

(5)

By solving a of the dual problem (5) with a quadratic

programming, the goal of SVM is to construct the following

decision function (classifier),

f xð Þ ¼ sgn
XM

i¼1
aiyik xi; xð Þ þ b

� �
(6)

where k(�) is a kernel function. kðxi; xÞ ¼ ’ðxiÞT’ðxÞ ¼ xT
i x for

linear SVM and k(xi, x) = exp(� ||xi � x||2/s2) for RBF-SVM. In

this paper, RBF kernel function was applied to build a SVM

model [7–9], and MATLAB R2009a software was used to pro-

gram.

In order to construct a classification model with high

robustness, adult and paediatric datasets were divided into

training, test and validation samples, respectively. The

training samples and test samples were distributed evenly,

and the number ratio of the training samples to the test

samples was near 3:1. Variables independently associated

with mortality from the multivariate regression model were

input to the predictive SVM model.

3. Results

During the study period, there were 8059 inpatients. There

were 1825 patients excluded for presentations unrelated to

acute burns injuries and 14 cases were excluded for missing

data. This left 6220 cases that were included in this study.

There were 113 deaths at hospital discharge (1.8%).

3.1. Distribution of the valid cases

The distributions of adult and pediatric cases were scattered

by principal component analysis (PCA) [10], and shown in

Fig. 1A and B, respectively. It could be found that the survived

or died patients could be divided markedly in either adult or

pediatric group. A mathematical model could be built

according to the PCA distribution, and the prognosis of a

new admitted patient could be predicted based on the built

distribution model cursorily.
del to predict prognosis of burnt patients based on logistic regression
ns.2015.08.009
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Fig. 1 – Distribution of the burn cases by principal component analysis.

Blue circle: survived patients, red triangle: died patients.
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3.2. Independent-sample t test of the collected clinical data

Each variate in the database was described and analyzed.

The data either in survival group or died group were

analyzed with independent sample t test firstly. It was

found that the average age in died group was older than the

survival group (37.06 VS 24.33, p < 0.0001). For the adult

patients, the average ages were 38.40 and 40.00 years old in

survival and died group respectively ( p < 0.05). On the other

hand, for the pediatric patients, they were 3.51 and 3.11

years old in survival and died group, respectively ( p < 0.05).

It is also found that female accounted 29.41% in survival

group, which was much higher than that of died group

(13.27%, p < 0.0001). However, the gender did not impact the

mortality in the pediatric patients ( p = 0.076). There were no

differences of the other variates such as X31, X32, X33, X36,

X37, X11 between survival and died group by independent-

samples T test. The detail can be found in Table 3 in

supplementary.

3.3. Univariate logistic analysis of the collected data

All the variates were analyzed with wald method of binary

logistic in SPSS 13.0 software [11]. Standard of p value was

set as 0.05, and it was considered statistical significance

when OR is more than 1. The variates of age, period before
Table 3 – Prognosis prediction of total burnt patients based on

Total samples Training samp

Number of

samples

6220 1266 

Sampled cases 6107(113)a 1200 (66) 

Verified results 5967(108) 1198 (61) 

Accurate rate 97.71%(95.58%) 99.83% (92.42

a :the numbers out of the brackets were for survival cases, in the bracke

Please cite this article in press as: Huang Y, et al. A novel mathematical mo
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hospitalization, TBA, third degree burn area, involved sites,

complicated shock, inhalation, combined injury, basic

health condition were found as possible death risk factors.

All the p values were lower than 0.001. The accuracies to

predict outcomes of survival and died by third degree burn

area alone were 98.3% and 23.9% respectively. The outcome

of death could be predicted by none of other possible risk

factors alone, but they could predict survival, the accuracies

were more than 97.8%. It was suggested that mortality

should not be predicted by a single risk factor, a multifactor

logistic regression model should be built to predict mortality

of a new admitted burn patients. The detail can be found in

Table 4 in supplementary.

3.4. Construction and verification of a predictive model
based on multifactor logistic regression

3.4.1. Construction of a multifactor logistic regression model
to predict the outcome of burn patients
All the variates in the database were analyzed and

calculated by 11 steps with the forward: wald gradually

move forward method in SPSS13.0 software [11]. When the p

value more than 0.05 was set as introducing standard,

all the eleven variates, i.e., gender, age, TBA, TBA of

Third degree, inhalation injury, complicated with shock,

period before hospitalization, involved sites, causes of burn
 SVM model.

les Testing samples Validating samples

549 4405

502 (47) 4405 (0)

502 (42) 4147 (0)

%) 100% (89.36%) 94.14%

ts were died cases.

del to predict prognosis of burnt patients based on logistic regression
ns.2015.08.009
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Table 4 – Prognosis prediction of adult burnt patients based on SVM model.

Total samples Training samples Testing samples Validating samples

Number of samples 3808 761 244 2803

Sampled cases 3704(104)a 700 (61) 201 (43) 2803 (0)

Verified results 3567 (97) 699 (58) 201 (43) 2599 (0)

Accurate rate 96.30%(93.27%) 99.86% (95.08%) 100% (100%) 92.72%

a :the numbers out of the brackets were for survival cases, in the brackets were died cases.
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injury could be introduced into the multifactor logistic

regression model. Finally, the death risk could be demon-

strated as:
LogitðPÞ ¼ ln½P=ð1�PÞ� ¼ �2:114X1 þ 0:031X2 þ 3:7X4 þ 1:5X5 þ 0:734X7 þ 2:059X34�
2:376X35 þ 0:59X6 þ 0:008X8 þ 2:104X9 þ 2:958X10�19:474

(7)
It was found by verification the total accuracy to predict

burn patients outcome was 99.50%, the sensitiveness was

99.75%(6092/(6092 + 15)), and the specificity was 85.84%(97/

(97 + 16)) (Table 1).

3.4.2. Evaluating the accuracy of the built model based on

multifactor logistic regression by Receiver Operating
Characteristic Curve.
The confidence interval was set as 95%, the areas under the

ROC curves [11] of the above eleven possible risk factors were

calculated and shown in Table 5 in supplementary, respec-

tively. Except gender, the areas under the ROC curves of other

ten variates were more than 0.5 ( p < 0.05). The areas of TBA,

full thickness area and involved sites were 0.967, 0.920, and

0.972 respectively. The factors of inhalation injury, shock,

involved sites, combined injury were more than 7.60. It was

also found that age and hours before hospitalization impacted

the mortality significantly (Table 5 in supplementary).

Using all the eleven factors together, the area under the

ROC curve was as high as 0.9892, p = 0.0000. The detail could be

found in Table 2. It suggested the specificity be very high.

3.4.3. Chi-square test of the coefficients of the built model
By 11 step by step calculation, the coefficients of the built

model based on multifactor logistic regression were analyzed

by Chi-square test, it was found the p values were less than

0.0001, which suggested the coefficients in the model were

statistical significant.
Table 5 – Prognosis prediction of burnt children based on SVM

Total samples Training sam

Number of samples 2412 505 

Sampled cases 2403(9)a 500 (5) 

Verified results 2395(8) 500 (4) 

Accurate rate 99.67%(88.89%) 100% (80.00

a :the numbers out of the brackets were for survival cases, in the bracke

Please cite this article in press as: Huang Y, et al. A novel mathematical mo
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3.4.4. Fit test of the goodness of the built model
The built model based on multifactor logistic regression was

applied goodness of fit test by Hosmer and Lemeshow Test of
SPSS13.0 software [11,12]. It was found that the Chi-square

value was 0.016, p value was 1.000, respectively, which

suggested the theoretical frequencies be as same as the actual

numbers.

3.4.5. Determination of the stability of the built model based

on multifactor logistic regression
The stability of the built model was determined by jackknife

method [13]. It was found that the changes of coefficient in the

model were less than 0.1%, or even there were no changes at

all when some cases were removed from the database

randomly. The results demonstrated the model was stable.

The mortality of a new admitted burn patient could be

predicted by the built model based on multifactor logistic

regression.

3.4.6. Instance verification of the built model based on
multifactor logistic regression

The mortalities of the patients in the database were calculated

based on the built mathematical model. The schemas of

survival group and died group were made using quantity of

cases as x axis, possibility of mortality as ordinate, respec-

tively. It was found that there were 19 cases in survival group

(6107), 16 cases in died group (113) out of the predictions(Fig. 2),

the accuracies were 99.85% and 85.84%,respectively.

3.4.7. Limitations of the predictive logistic model
Predicting either pediatric or adult group with logistic model, it

was found some important factors such as age, burn area did
 model.

ples Testing samples Validating samples

305 1602

301 (4) 1602 (0)

301 (4) 1583 (0)

%) 100% (100.00%) 98.81%

ts were died cases.

del to predict prognosis of burnt patients based on logistic regression
ns.2015.08.009
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Fig. 2 – Accuracy of the logistic model.

Blue star: survived patients, red circle: died patients.
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not play a vital role in the model to predict the mortality,

though these factors in deed impact the mortality. Therefore, a

more precise model should be built.

3.5. Construction of a novel model to predict mortality of
burnt patients based on SVM

3.5.1. Building a predictive model based on SVM
Firstly, in order to construct a classification model with high

robustness, all the cases, adult cases or pediatric cases were

divided into training samples, test samples and validation

samples, respectively. The training samples and test samples

were distributed evenly, and the number ratio of the training

samples to the test samples was near 3:1. From our logistic

regression model, it was found that most causes of burns

(variable of X31, X32, X33, X36 and X37) and basic conditions

(variable of X11) impacted the prognosis insignificantly.

Therefore, the other ten variates, i.e., gender, age, total burn

area, full thickness burn area, inhalation injury, combined

shock, period of admission after injury, involved sites,

combined injury, other reasons of burns including explosive

and electronic burns were constructed into the predictive SVM

model.

In this paper, Gaussian RBF kernel function is used in SVM.

Therefore, two model parameters such as regularization

coefficient g and kernel parameter s are involved. The best

parameters are determined by using the popular grid-search

and 10-fold cross-validation on the training set. The model

parameter of adult classification model were calculated as

g1 = 1200.6655, s1
2 = 1259.4127; in the pediatric group,

g2 = 226.8305; s2
2 = 1328.0958. The classifier parameters a in

Eq. (6) including are solved by using a SVM toolbox based on

the training set. The SVM training and testing process are

illustrated as follows

First, the SVM training is to solve the maximization model

in Eq. (5) based on the given training set. The outputs of SVM

training are the classifier parameters a. The model solving
Please cite this article in press as: Huang Y, et al. A novel mathematical mo
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(training) process can be implemented by an existing toolbox

(e.g. libsvm).

Second, after obtaining the classifier parameter a, the

testing of a new sample can be implemented by computing

decision function Eq. (6). Then the predicted class label of the

sample is obtained.

3.5.2. Accuracy of predicting prognosis of burn patients with
the SVM model
3.5.2.1. Predicting prognosis of the burn patients with the SVM
model. There were 6220 cases totally in this study. In the

classification model, 1266 cases were chosen as training

samples randomly, 549 cases as test samples, and 4405

cases as validation samples. Programming with Matlab

R2009a, the prognosis was predicted. The predictions of

different groups with the SVM model were shown in Table 3.

The predicting accurate rates for total samples were 97.71%

and 95.58% for survival and died patients respectively, for

training samples 99.83% and 92.42%, for testing samples

100% and 89.36%, for validation samples 94.14% (no died

case), as shown in Table 3.

The 3808 adult cases were divided into 761 training

samples, 244 testing samples and 2803 validation samples.

The verification of the samples was shown in Table 4. The

predicting accurate rates for total adult samples were 96.30%

and 93.27% for survival and died cases respectively, for

training samples 99.86% and 95.08%, for testing samples

100% and 100%, for validation samples 92.72% for survival

patients (no dead patients), as shown in Table 4.

There were 2412 pediatric cases, which were divided 505

training samples, 305 testing samples and 1602 validation

samples. The verified results were shown in Table 5. The

predicting accurate rates for total pediatric samples were

99.67% and 88.89% for survival and died cases respectively, for

training samples 100% and 80.00%, for testing samples100%

and 100%, for validation samples 98.81% for survival patient-

s(no died patients), as shown in Table 5.
del to predict prognosis of burnt patients based on logistic regression
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3.5.3. Determining robustness of the SVM model by sampling
100 times randomly
The total cases including adult and pediatric patients were

sampled randomly 100 times, 3000 samples were extracted

each time. The prognoses of the samples were verified with

the SVM model. It was found the accuracy rates were between

92% and 99% for the total samples as shown in Fig. 3A. For the

adult samples, 2000 samples were extracted every time, the

accuracy rates were between 90% and 97% (Fig. 3B). For the

pediatric patients, 1000 cases were extracted each time, and it
Fig. 3 – Detecting robustness of the SVM model by sampling

100 times randomly.

A. total samples B. adult samples C. pediatric samples

Please cite this article in press as: Huang Y, et al. A novel mathematical mo
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was found that the accuracy rates were 97% to 100% (Fig. 3C).

Predictive accuracy rates were more than 92% in all the

random extracts, which suggested the robustness of the built

SVM model is high enough to apply for all burn patients.

4. Discussion and conclusions

For the severely burned patient, early determination of

prognosis may guide therapy. This study has developed a

mathematical model which predicts prognosis following

major burns. 12 items including gender, age, burn mechanism,

total burn area, full thickness burn area, complicated shock

and combined inhalation injury were examined to construct a

mathematic model to predict prognosis of a certain burn

patient. The clinical data of 6220 cases admitted to our unit

during ten years were collected and analyzed. Finally, a

mathematic model was constructed based on logistic regres-

sion and SVM. All the collected data were analyzed by t-test,

chi-square test, single factor and multifactor logistic regres-

sion analysis. Eleven factors were found significantly to affect

the prognosis of burn patients. These were gender, age, total

burn area, full thickness burn area, combined inhalation

injury, shock, the period before admission after burn injury,

the sites involved, multiple injury, and injury mechanism

(explosion or electricity).

In our study, it was found that the constructed mathemat-

ical model based on multifactor regression analysis was

simple and practical to some extent. However, it missed age

and burn area, which were very important factors to predict

the risk of severely burned patients when predicting pediatric

or adult patients respectively. Therefore, a novel predictive

model of burn patients based on SVM was built. Based on SVM,

we constructed a mathematical model to predict the prognosis

of burn patients, and it was found that it had accuracy,

specificity, stability and was robust. From the constructed

model, items such as gender, age, total burn area, inhalation

injury, compounded with shock and explosive injury were

correlated with the prognosis of burn patients.

Previous research has demonstrated that age impacts

prognosis significantly [4]. Lionelli found with each 10 year

increase in age the possibility of death increased 10%[14]. Our

study demonstrated that OR value of age was 1.031, which

suggested that in older patients the prognosis was worse.

However, it was shown with independent t test that this

conclusion only fits to adult patients. For the pediatric

patients, this situation was completely reversed, with the

youngest having a higher risk to death.

Previous studies have demonstrated that gender is an

important prognostic factor [15–17]. Skin thickness, muscle

mass, IL-6 production, cellular and hormonal immune

responses result in females having a higher risk of death for

the same burn injury [18,19]. This was true for adult patients in

our study. But there was no difference between pediatric male

and female victims ( p = 0.076). One explanation is that the

gender differences described previously are unobvious be-

tween prepubertal boys and girls. Sharma and his colleagues

had similar findings [20].

Inhalation injury has been shown to increase the likelihood

of death post burn [4,21,22]. Our study found that inhalation
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injury increased the likelihood of death as high as 2.082 fold.

Explosion as an injury mechanism increased the risk of death

by 2.059 fold. Almost all of these patients had an inhalation

injury. Moreover, our study demonstrated that the total burn

or full thickness burn areas affected survival (43.28% and

79.11% vs 2.567% and 14.83%).

In our model, the score of the injured sites in the group that

died was as high as 5.85. The head, face, neck and perineum

were always involved, whereas the score in the survival group

was 1.969, which mainly involved extremities and trunk.

When the head, face and neck are injured, inhalation injury is

coming and, therefore the possibility of death is high. Also

perineal burns usually suggest the total burn area be large and

so the risk of death increases.

Burn patients with complications at admission have a high

risk of death [4,23,24]. In our study that the presence of

complication was significant between those who died and the

survival group (72.57% vs 3.32%, p < 0.0001).

It was also found that the period from injury to admission

of survivors was much shorter than that of those who died

(47.98 h vs 90.55 h, p < 0.001), which suggest that early

resuscitation is critical, especially for the severely burned

patients [25,26].

From our mathematical model, there were at least seven

factors increasing the death risk of burn patients, which needs

to be aware of by clinicians. They were age, total burn area, full

thickness burn area, period before admission, involvement of

the head, face, neck and perineum, combination of inhalation

or other injuries, and presence of shock or other complications

at the time of admission.

Because of its convenience and accuracy, our model is

especially useful in receiving large amounts of burn patients at

a time. It can also be used in prognosis prediction of many

other kinds of disease such as tumor.
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